
Barasano Syntax

1.1-1.11 Word-order typology overview

1.1. Word order. The basic word order in main, declarative clauses in

Barasano is ov, with the subject generally following the verb.

When a pronoun occurs which refers to the subject, it immediately

follows the predicate verb. Compare (2), a simple ov construction, with (3)

where the object and verb are followed by the pronoun Ida 'they', followed

by two noun phrases which clarify to whom 'they' refers. This statement

was a response to the question, 'Why have you come?'

(2) yu-re ha-bi

Is-O hit-3ms

He hit me.
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(3) yu-re tudi-busa-ba Ida, yu yu yu hak-u

is-o scold-a^'lot-sp 3p Is kinsman is parent-ms

My father and kinsman scolded me a lot.

When the subject is highlighted, or introduced as a new topic, it is

fronted as in (4) and (5). The statement in (4) was a reply to the question

'Who is it that eats cassava?' In (5), the implicit general topic is animals,

of which bu 'agouti' is specified and distinguished by its eating habits.

(4) bu ya-a-bi ki ba-gu

agouti be-PRES-3ms cassava eat-ms

It is the agouti that eats cassava.

(5) bU'ba ki ba-gu ya-a-bi

agouti-coNTR cassava eat-ms be-PRES-3ms

The agouti (in contrast with others) eats cassava.

1.2. Order of direct and in direct objects. When both direct (do) and

in direct objects (lo) occur, the indirect object generally follows the direct

object and hence is closer to the predicate, as in (6) where heahe 'shot'

(DO) is followed by ire 'to him' (lo).

(6) heahe i-re isi-yu-hu

shot 3ms-IO give-INFER-3p

They say that he gave him shot.

1.3. Adpositions. Barasano uses only postpositions in adpositional

phrases. Examples (7)-(9) illustrate the postpositions hoe 'on top of,

gudareko 'middle of, and eyaroka 'beneath', respectively.

(7) wuhu-bo tuti hoe

wuhu-dome stack on^'top^'of

on top of the pile of shallow baskets made of wuhu reed

(8) wii gudareko

house middle

middle of the house
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(9) to bahi-ro so^ kahi-ro eyaroka we who
that be-NOM 3fs hang-NOM beneath black^'dye place

yu-yu-hu so

Wait-INFER-3p 3fs

They say that when that was (occurring), she placed a pot of black

dye beneath where she was hanging (in her hammock) (and) waited.

1.4. Descriptive modifiers. The descriptive modifier generally precedes

the head noun in the noun phrase as shown in (10)-(12).

(10) hua-rahe kobe-rahe-ri

two-cylinder metal-cylinder-p

two metal cans

(11) keda-se ba-re

good-NOM eat-~s

good food

(12) ti-yo-ri ubua-ri-yo-ri

those-palm-p tall-pxcPL-palm-p

those tall palms

In (12), the demonstrative pronoun tiyori 'those palms' functions as a

modifier preceding its head, the deverbal noun ubuariyori 'tall palms'.

It is our hypothesis that if the head is highlighted or if the modifiers

occur as clarification, then the head occurs initially but no example is

available.

1.5. Genitives. In a possessive phrase, the genitive ya precedes the head

noun as shown in (13) and (14).

(13) Sabido ya-wi

Sabino OEN-house

Sabino's house

(14) so ya-waka-ri

3fs GEN-dart-p

her pencils

^sd (3fs) is used by the Yeba Masa dialect
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With plural or nonindividuated inanimate objects ya becomes ye and
generally occurs alone, referring to an explicit or implicit noun as in (15).

(15) so ye

3fs GENp

her things

In referring to animates, ya (genitive) is followed by gender-number

markers as in (16), where ya precedes -u (masculine singular) to refer to

one's pet or kinsman.^

(16) yu y-u

Is GEN-ms

my kinsman

No genitive marker is used when there is an animate head noun nor with

body parts; rather the relationship is shown by word order as in (17) and

(18). For further discussion of genitives, see §4.8.

(17) yu yik-o

Is grandparent-fs

my grandmother

(18) I igea gohe

3ms nose hole

the hole of his nose

1.6. Affixation. Affixation in Barasano consists of suffixes only. The
verb morphology is quite extensive with verbal suffixes expressing

emphasis, direction of movement, causation, benefaction, negation,

contraexpectation, as well as aspect, tense-mood, and person-number.

Verbs may also have derivational suffixes which form nouns or adverbs

(including descriptive modifiers which are classified as nouns). In (19), note

the string of verbal suffixes -basi (distal), -ka (far past) and -bi (third

person masculine singular).

(19) yu raka wa-ya'' yi-basi-ka-bi

Is with move-PROx^'iMPv say-DisT-far''p sx-sms

"Come with me," he said (a long time ago).

7ya + -«/ becomes ^^.
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Some modifiers of the predicate may be used either as separate words

or as affixes to the verb root. For example, in (20), the adverb buto Very

much' precedes the object as a separate word. In (21), buto 'very much'

has become -busa 'a lot', an affix to the verb root. (See §3.6 for further

detail on intensifiers.)

(20) buto yu-re tudi-a-ba Ida

very^'much is-o scold-PRES-3p 3p

They scold me a lot.

(21) yu-re tudi-busa-a-ba Ida

Is-O SCOld-a^'lot-PRES-Sp 3p

They scold me a lot.

A noun may take inflectional suffixes to indicate case or discourse

features and derivational suffixes to form other nouns. In the first instance,

note (22), where -ba (contrastive focus) indicates that the speaker is

excluding himself in the sense that others may do such things but he does

not. In (23), a new noun is formed from wii 'house' by adding the

derivational suffix -a (pertaining to) plus -gu (masculine singular) to mean
a man in relation to a house.

(22) yi-be-a-ha yu-ba

do-NEG-PRES-~3 Is-CONTR

I don't do that.

(23) wii-a-gu

hoUSe-PERT-ms

one from the house

1.7. Nominalizations. There are no relative clauses in Barasano since

what appear to be restricting clauses are simply nominalizations in

apposition to the head noun. In illustration (24), sigo 'one female' appears

to be the head of the supposed relative clause ida raka buego 'who studies

with them'. However, the restricting clause may occur in the sentence

without sigo and be grammatically acceptable. See §11.4-7, for more on
this topic.

(24) sig-o Ida raka bue-go yu-re abo-a-bo so

one^'an-sfs 3p with study-fs is-o want-PRES-fs 3fs

A girl who studies with them wants me (for her husband).
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1.8. Comparatives. In comparative constructions, the descriptive

modifier follows the standard of comparison. In (25), i gagu 'his older

brother' is the standard, foUov^ed by the comparative descriptive modifier

retoro haigu 'bigger than'. An alternative reading is seen in (26) where the

adverb reto 'to surpass' is incorporated into the verb, along with some

changes of subject and person markers.

(25) I gag-u reto-ro hai-gu ya-a-bi

3ms older^'sibling-ms pass^'by-NOM big-ms be-PRES-3ms

He is bigger than his older brother.

(26) I gag-u-re hai-reto-a-bi i

3ms older^'sibling-ms-o big-pass^'by-PREs-sms 3ms

He is bigger than his older brother.

In these constructions, intonation and pause are also important in that

they can change the meaning from comparative to superlative. With a

pause, expressed by a comma, illustration (25) would be i gagu, retoro

haigu ya-a-bu meaning 'His older brother is bigger (than anyone).'

1.9. Negation. Negation in its most basic form occurs as a verbal suffix

-be, immediately following the verb root as in (27), or following the motion

suffix -a, which immediately follows the verb root as in (28).

(27) wa-be-a-ha yu

mOVe-NEG-PRES-~3 Is

I am not going.

(28) do yi-gu i raka tudi-a-be-a-ti bu

what do-ms 3ms with return-MOT-NEG-PRES -q 2s

Why aren't you returning there with him?

Some verb roots are inherently negative, for example, ba 'to not be' or

'to be without', illustrated in (29).

(29) gubo sudi ba-a-ha yu-re

foot clothes not''be-PRES-~3 is-o

There are no shoes for me. or I am without shoes.

1.10. Questions. In yes-no questions, the question marker is a suffix

which occurs at the end of the main verb. The suffix -ti (question) is used

with the verbs wa 'to move' and bahi 'to be' in examples (30) and (31)
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respectively; and the suffix -ri is used in (32) with the transitive verb sia 'to

kill'.

(30) wa-be-a-ti bu

mOVe-NEG-PRES-Q 2s

Are you not going?

(31) i-de bahi'beti-boa-a-tl bu

3ms-SPEC be-NEG-BUT-PRES-Q 2s

You couldn't be he, could you?

(32) i-re sia-ri bu

3ms-0 kill-Q 2s

Did you kill him?

In content questions, the interrogative pronouns generally occur initially

in the sentence while the question marker still appears on the verb as in

(33) and (34).

(33) yib-u ya-a-ti bu

Who-ms be-PRES-Q 2s

Who are you?

(34) do ko-ro yoa-ro ya-gu-ti bu to-hu

what count-NOM long-NOM be-ms-Q 2s there-place

How long will you be there?

1.11. Summary. A review of this section shows that Barasano fits the

pattern for ov languages. Accordingly, (a) it is a suffixing language; (b)

there are only postpositions (no prepositions); (c) in noun phrases, the

genitive precedes the head; (d) auxiliary verbs follow the main verb; and
(e) modals are verb suffixes. Although there is variation in the order of

descriptive modifiers (for pragmatic reasons), the typical order is that the

modifier precedes the head. There are no relative clauses.
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